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What is in this picture ?

Howard’s process-based taxonomy, from Hansman, S. and Hunt, R., 2004, “A taxonomy of 
network and computer attacks”, Computers & Security, page 3, Elsevier Ltd. Cited from Howard, 
JD, 1997, “An analysis of security incidents on the internet 1989-1995. PhD thesis, Carnegie 
Mellon University. 

What is missing from this diagram?
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Agenda

• Human element of cyber security

• Employee risk

• Cyber security employee awareness and training risk controls

• Insider threat

• Social Engineering

• Some thoughts about cyber security training programs



Vulnerabilities
Inadequacies in any of these areas:
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Information Security
Threats

Information Security
Threats

Humans

Malicious
Attacks

Non-Malicious
Mistakes

Outsiders Insiders
Employee 
Mistakes

Intentional 
Rule Breaking

· Hackers
· Crackers
· Social engineers
· ...

· Disgruntled employees
· ...

· IP theft
· IT sabotage
· Fraud
· Espionage

· Ignorance
· ...

The threat landscape….

What is the role of humans in 
a breach of information 
security?
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https://www.verizon.com/business/resources/reports/dbir



What roles do employees 
play in these attack 
chains
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In which of these threats are 
humans the vulnerability?
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Patterns over time in breaches

9Employee risk areas…



Employee Risk

Firewall and email filters to weed out phishing emails and 
malicious websites are important, but they’re not enough 
• Organizations must also ensure their security posture is good by:

• Setting policies, educating staff, and enforcing good security hygiene

• Taking advantage of the security options that are available

• Training and testing employees

• Implementing automated checks to ensure their security posture
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Employee Risk
Malware delivery methods
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“Malware is largely distributed via email and often comes in 
the form of Microsoft Office documents. This makes sense 
when you consider that most of these documents now have 
the ability to run code on the client system, which is 
extremely useful if you’re an attacker.” 
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Patterns in breaches – Insider Threat
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Non-malicious insider threat
1. A current or former employee, contractor, or business partner

2. Has or had authorized access to an organization’s network, system, or 
data

3. Through action or inaction without malicious intent…

Causes harm or substantially increases the probability of future serious 
harm to… 
confidentiality, integrity, or availability of the organization’s information or 
information systems

Major characteristic is ‘failure in human performance’
Carnegie Mellon Univeristy’s Software Engineering Institute’s 
(SEI) Computer Emergency Response Team (CRT) CERT 
Definition (2013)
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The Unintentional Insider threat

from an add for…
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How would you characterize insiders’ information security 
mistakes

• Ignorant
• An unintentional accident

• Negligent
• Willingly ignores policy to make things easier

• Well meaning
• Prioritizes completing work and “getting ‘er done” takes over following 

policy

Willis-Ford, C.D. (2015) “Education & Awareness: Manage the Insider Threat”, SRA International Inc., 
FISSA (Federal Information Systems Security Awareness) Working Group  

http://csrc.nist.gov/organizations/fissea/2015-conference/presentations/march-24/fissea-2015-willis-ford.pdf
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What are examples of insiders’ accidents ?
• Accidental Disclosure 

• Posting sensitive data on public website 
• Sending sensitive data to wrong email address 

• Malicious Code 
• Clicking on suspicious link in email 
• Using ‘found’ USB drive 

• Physical data release 
• Losing paper records

• Portable equipment 
• Losing laptop, tablet
• Losing portable storage device (USB drive, CD)

Willis-Ford, C.D. (2015) “Education & Awareness: Manage the Insider Threat”, SRA International Inc., 
FISSA (Federal Information Systems Security Awareness) Working Group  

http://csrc.nist.gov/organizations/fissea/2015-conference/presentations/march-24/fissea-2015-willis-ford.pdf
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Example of an accident made by a well-meaning 
employee…

“Terrific employee”:
• Account Manager handling health data for Utah  

• Employee had trouble uploading a file requested by State 
Health Dept.

• Copied 6,000 medical records to USB drive 

• Lost the USB drive, and reported the issue

• CEO admits the employee probably didn’t even know she was 
breaking policy 
• this makes it accidental i.e. “well meaning…” 
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Patterns in breaches
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Social Engineering

• Humans are a key driver of 82% of breaches (Verizon 2022 DBIR, page 8), and 
social engineering is responsible for a large percentage of these 
breaches

• Malware and stolen credentials are used as a second step after a 
social attack gets the threat actor in the door 

• This is why having a strong security awareness program is important 
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These attacks split between 
Phishing and convincing Pretexting 
attacks, and are associated with
business email compromises



What phases of security awareness do organizations 
go through as their programs mature? 
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https://www.sans.org/blog/sans-2022-security-awareness-report/
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“Security awareness is often perceived by organizations as a part-time task, 
with almost 70% of security awareness practitioners reporting this year that 
they spend 50% or less of their time on it.”
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Agenda

✓Human element of cyber security

✓Employee risk

✓Cyber security employee awareness and training risk controls

✓Insider threat

✓Social Engineering

✓Some thoughts about cyber security training programs
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